
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of finance /
accounting intern. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of
qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications,
you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for finance / accounting intern

Act as back-up, as needed, with respect to the monthly reporting
requirements (e.g., A/R reports, Unapplied cash) and cash flow hedge
contracts
Obtain, maintain and update tax tracking sheets for assigned accounts for US
Residency forms and Withholding Tax receipt documentation
Assist with the material cost billing and reconciliation process
Analyze delivery of materials data with HBOe Operations and enter delivery
dates in Oracle to ensure proper revenue recognition in the Oracle system in
a timely manner
Maintain and update Contract Accounting team Contract Tracking report and
perform necessary checks ( , contract status
Gathering information on current foreign vendors, helping to design a user-
friendly database, entering data and verifying accuracy of database
Gathering information on current process of adding foreign vendors to the
system, documenting the process and making recommendations for process
improvements (e.g., efficiencies and enhanced controls, etc)
Gathering information on current assets, adding asset records to the
EnterpriseOne Fixed Asset database and reconciling output from database
against the EnterpriseOne general ledger
To provide a timely forward looking view of the business by producing
forecasts – Annual Budget, Mid-Range Plan, Monthly Flash forecasts, ad-hoc

Example of Finance / Accounting Intern Job
Description
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To support the operations by providing foresight and by helping to track
revenues, expenses

Qualifications for finance / accounting intern

Ability to accurately understand scope of assigned projects, goals, and
requirements, through meetings, taking notes, and asking questions
Enthusiasm to learn and an aptitude for working in a collaborative corporate
environment
Area of interest Accounting or Finance
Submission of a cover letter - required
Experience (please add any special skills you desire from an intern)
Leadership positions while maintaining an above-average GPA, a plus


